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abstract: Facilitation (positive interactions) has emerged as a dominant ecological mechanism in many ecosystems. Its importance has
recently been expanded to include intraspecific interactions, creating
the potential for higher-level natural selection within species. Using
multiple lines of evidence, we show that conspecific facilitation within
the southern beech tree, Nothofagus pumilio, appears to overcome
competition in two life phases. In a seedling experiment addressing
stress and planting-density effects, we found that mortality was lowest
(∼0%) where there was no stress and was indistinguishable across
densities. Furthermore, in mature forests (45 years old), genetically
variable, merged individuals had lower mortality (⫺50%) than unmerged individuals in locations without identifiable stress. Thus, a
full understanding of the occurrence of facilitation may require a
more general model of resource improvements than the commonly
cited stress gradient hypothesis. Additionally, the merged trees
showed a density-dependent mortality pattern at the level of the
group. These data demonstrate a potential mechanism (facilitation)
driving natural selection at this higher level, via stem merging. These
merged “superorganisms” would confirm theoretical predictions
whereby facilitation acts as an ecological mechanism driving group
selection.
Keywords: multistemmed trees, Nothofagus pumilio, Patagonia,
positive interactions, positive density dependence, stress gradient
hypothesis.

Introduction
Positive, same trophic level interactions among organisms—often known as “facilitation”—have become formally included in community ecology theory (Bruno et
al. 2003; Lortie et al. 2004a) and are known to increase
local community diversity (Cavieres and Badano 2009).
They are sufficiently well understood to affect conservation
and restoration efforts (Gómez-Aparicio et al. 2004; Halpern et al. 2007), yet the evolutionary consequences of
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facilitation have just begun to be explored (Brooker et al.
2008; Bronstein 2009; Kikvidze and Callaway 2009). In
virtually all cases to date, facilitation has been observed
and tested between unrelated species (Callaway 2007 and
citations therein) or between individuals of the same species that are of dramatically different size (such as large
individuals protecting small seedlings; e.g., Dickie et al.
2005; Fajardo et al. 2006; Eränen and Kozlov 2008). Consequently, there has been the implicit assumption that facilitation dominates where niche overlap is low or does
not exist and that competition for common resources otherwise dominates. Thus, intraspecific facilitation is not expected to dominate in genetically unrelated individuals of
the same cohort (Eränen and Kozlov 2008) because this
condition would likely have the strongest resourcemediated competition.
A small set of studies, however, have shown intraspecific,
same-cohort plant facilitation (Harley and Bertness 1996;
Miller 1996; Bertness et al. 1998; Chu et al. 2008; Goldenheim et al. 2008; Fajardo and McIntire 2011). Although
these previous studies laid some groundwork for conspecific facilitation (Fajardo and McIntire 2011), the special
nature of intraspecific interactions was not explicitly addressed. First, facilitation becomes a population ecology
phenomenon whose implications are not at all understood.
Second, competition is supposed to be particularly strong
among conspecifics of the same cohort (Silvertown and
Charlesworth 2001). In trees, for example, forest-stand
development in temperate latitudes has shown strong and
ubiquitous competitive exclusion (Oliver 1981; Fajardo
and McIntire 2007). Thus, numerous questions remain
unanswered: Are there longer-term implications when
conspecific facilitation occurs? Are the ecological conditions promoting facilitation within conspecific cohorts always the same as for other positive interactions? For example, does the stress gradient hypothesis (SGH; Bertness
and Callaway 1994; Bruno et al. 2003; Callaway 2007;
Brooker et al. 2008; Maestre et al. 2009), which states that
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the relative importance of facilitation increases with increasing abiotic stress, still hold? And do positive interactions among small individuals of the same cohort matter
ecologically given that density-dependent mortality due to
a lack of growing space eventually must act, thereby eliminating any earlier benefit?
Group selection—a “higher” level of the multilevel selection theory (Wilson and Sober 1994)—has a long history in the biological sciences (Williams 1966 and new
preface in Williams 1996; Bell 1997; Keller 1999). Goodnight (2005) indicated that some key drivers of group
selection are culture, behaviors enforcing conformity,
shared diseases and symbionts, and changes in the local
environment. An increasing number of studies over the
past 15 years using contextual analysis have suggested that
multilevel selection appears to be common in plants (e.g.,
Goodnight et al. 1992, 2000; Acosta et al. 1993; Stevens
et al. 1995; Aspi et al. 2003). However, this higher-level
selection has been demonstrated to occur via shared local
environments (Goodnight 1985; Stevens et al. 1995; Aspi
et al. 2003), not as the result of an emergent social (or
“grouping”) trait, as is seen in some animals (Wilson and
Wilson 2007). In other words, group selection in plants is
now known to occur among a group of individuals that
share similar genetically based traits because of their common environmental location (e.g., Weinig et al. 2007).
Since plant facilitation is known to be a process that
changes the local environment through the mitigation of
limiting conditions (Callaway 2007), we propose that positive interactions can drive selection at a level above the
individual, via changes to the local environment. This facilitation often involves physical proximity of individuals
as the means of receiving the benefit, such as protection
from high temperatures, wind abrasion, or snow scour—
that is, the “nurse plant syndrome” (Callaway 1995; Kitzberger et al. 2000). A priori, one would not expect selection
for a local environmental feature at the level of the group
because facilitation tends to produce a transient and extremely local change in the environment (Miriti 2006;
Bronstein 2009) unless a heritable trait exists that can encourage facilitation.
A seemingly unrelated fact is that many plant species
are known to be able to physically and physiologically
merge (“grafting”) above- and belowground (Bormann
1966; Linhart and Tomback 1985; Fajardo and McIntire
2010; Tarroux and DesRochers 2010). This trait has long
been used in agricultural applications (e.g., fruit trees;
Hartmann et al. 1996) but with unknown ecological or
evolutionary origins. While the implications of this grafting have been abundantly discussed (see the long discussions in both Graham and Bormann 1966 and Tarroux
and DesRochers 2010) and the wide taxonomic occurrence
has been described, merging has not, to our knowledge,

been related to any ecological condition promoting its
occurrence or to a selective advantage for the trait.
Nothofagus pumilio (southern beech, Nothofagaceae) is
a southern Andes broadleaf tree species that is dominant
in Patagonian forests. We noted that this species forms
multistemmed mature trees often at or near the outer edge
of second-growth postfire forests, possibly of multiple-seed
origin (Fajardo and McIntire 2010). Here, a multistemmed
tree has a single stem at ground level with multiple vertical
stems partway up the trunk (fig. 1). We previously demonstrated that the importance of facilitation increased
monotonically across a purported stress gradient (a forestprairie ecotone), supporting the SGH (Fajardo and McIntire 2011).
Our general objective is to understand the dynamics of
N. pumilio forests by explaining the formation and consequences of these merged, intraspecific clusters. We ask
specifically, is abiotic stress the driver of the mortality
patterns in two different periods (during establishment
and among mature trees)? First, we test the hypothesis that
multistemmed mature clusters are of multiple genetic origins and are thus merged individuals, the relatedness of
which is as-yet unknown. Second, we test the hypothesis
that these merged individuals demonstrate facilitation as
mature trees in addition to the known facilitation at the
seedling stage. Third, we test the hypothesis that the individual stems in merged clusters overcome densitydependent mortality and act as if they were one stem,
demonstrating not just physical contact but also physiological connections. With support for this final hypothesis,
merged stems would scale up the natural selection process
of stem exclusion (Oliver 1981) to the cluster, particularly
once this is linked to the heritable group-level trait of
merging.

Methods
Study Site Description
We selected second-growth single-tree-species forests of
Nothofagus pumilio in Reserva Coyhaique (45⬚52S,
72⬚00W, 800 m above sea level on average), Coyhaique
Province, Patagonia, Chile. In this particular reserve, a
large-scale human-induced fire occurred around 1950 and
burned some 600 ha of N. pumilio old-growth forest. The
newly formed forest edge of old trees at that time became
the likely source of seeds for the mature second-growth
forest we studied here. This sequence of fire occurrence
followed by the formation of a second-growth forest of
N. pumilio is pervasive in this region (Quintanilla Pérez
2008; Fajardo and McIntire 2010). Unlike most other
Nothofagus species, N. pumilio has no published occur-
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Figure 1: Photograph showing an example of a merged multistemmed tree. This particular example was chosen because the tree is
simultaneously in several phases of merging. The two closest stems appear to still have a gap between them, whereas the stems in the back
of the cluster appear to have fully merged.

rence of vegetative sprouting outside alpine tree lines
(Barrera et al. 2000).

Seedling Experiment: Early Facilitation
and Planting Transect
To determine whether abiotic stress is the driver of mortality patterns during the establishment period, we conducted a 3-year-long seedling experiment that has been
described in detail elsewhere (Fajardo and McIntire 2011).
In brief, we transplanted 2-year-old bare-root seedlings
(10–15 cm tall) of N. pumilio into mammalian herbivore
exclosure plots along four naturally occurring forestprairie ecotones in March 2006 (i.e., late summer). At ⫺30

m (inside closed forest), at 0 m (edge), and at 15, 30, and
50 m into the open prairie, we planted seedlings at two
densities: dense clusters of 10 seedlings (planted as densely
as physically possible, 265 Ⳳ 11 m⫺2 [ⳲSD]) and isolated
single seedlings. At each of the five distances, we planted
two dense clusters and four single seedlings (total
number seedlings p 480) at equally spaced grid intersections in a 2 # 3-m rectangle. During each annual monitoring visit for the experiment, we assessed and confirmed
that there was extremely little apparent herbivory by insect
or vertebrate. At the beginning of the first growing season
(October 2006), all seedlings were alive. A third-year census was conducted in March 2009, during which seedlings
were recorded as being dead or alive. Light and wind levels
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across the experimental gradient showed the expected increase in light and wind from forest to open prairie
(Fajardo and McIntire 2011).
Mature Tree Study: Merging, Facilitation, and Selection
In the mature forest, we established four different edge
plots and two interior plots (∼1,500 m2 each) where we
mapped all live and dead stems (defined as each vertical
stem at 1.35 m above the ground) 11 m tall (N p
1,957). In stem mapping, we estimated the coordinates of
each stem center at breast height using a handheld laser
range finder (Impulse) equipped with a digital compass
(Laser Technology), which measures the horizontal distance and azimuth to each tree to the nearest 1 cm. The
field measurements were converted to coordinates using
trigonometric functions. The edge plots were located ∼500
m from the unburned old forest and formed abrupt
boundaries between the closed forest and open prairie
habitats.
Genetic Analysis. To test the hypothesis that multistemmed
trees have a multiple genetic origin, we sampled foliage
from a haphazard selection of 30 mature trees (Nground,total)
located at the edge of the second-growth forest of fire
origin, 15 of which were multistemmed and 15 of which
were single stemmed (i.e., Nground,merged p Nsingle p 15),
and performed an analysis of amplified fragment length
polymorphisms (AFLPs), a common technique for identifying individuals (Escaravage et al. 1998; TillBottraud et al. 2010). We collected foliar tissue from at
least three stems (i.e., three vertical stems at 2 m above
ground level; fig. 1) at each merged cluster (N2m,merged p
66; N2m,total p N2m,merged ⫹ Nsingle p 81). Leaves were
placed in labeled plastic bags with silica gel and sent to
Laboratoire d’Ecologie Alpine, Université Joseph Fourier
(Grenoble, France), for AFLP analysis. Total DNA was
extracted using the DNeasy 96 plant-extraction kit (Qiagen), in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
The AFLP procedure followed that of Vos et al. (1995)
with minor modifications.
The AFLP profiles were scored using a semiautomated
procedure to code the presence (1) or absence (0) of markers. Markers were defined manually with GENEMAPPER
for the presence or absence of each marker in each individual. The quality of markers were then automatically
checked with an R script (Herrmann et al. 2010) from
within R software (R Development Core Team 2009). This
script removes markers with a reproducibility smaller than
2% and screens phenotype identification (presence or absence of markers). AFLP fragments shorter than 50 base
pairs were discarded. We included 35 duplicated samples
to check the reliability of experiments. All markers with

more than one mismatch across the 35 duplicates were
discarded. Finally, we developed a dendrogram of genetic
distances calculated using the balanced minimum evolution algorithm (R project, package ape; Paradis et al. 2004)
on the basis of the AFLP values.
Mortality. We recorded survival (alive or dead) of every
mapped stem, merged and unmerged, in all six plots. The
condition of being “dead” can last decades in these forests
because wood decomposes slowly as a result of low temperature. To test whether abiotic stress is the driver of
mortality patterns during the mature period and to test
whether merged individuals have lower mortality rates
than single trees, we compared survival among merged
and single trees at the forest edge and in interior plots (see
“Statistical Analysis”). Previous quantitative descriptions
of our sites showed that multistemmed mature trees at
these sites were more common at the edge of our secondgrowth forests of fire origin in the region but that age did
not differ between merged and single trees. Density and
basal area also did not differ between edge and interior
sites (Fajardo and McIntire 2010). We knew, however, that
diameter at breast height was 12% greater for live stems
(14.6 cm) within a merged cluster than for live solitary
stems (13.1 cm), although this was not a result of being
at the edge per se (Fajardo and McIntire 2010).
Density Dependence. Using the stem-mapped plots, we calculated the nearest neighbor (NN) distance for each live
stem (Diggle 2003) and compared these NN distances by
merged status (merged vs. singles). To test the hypothesis
that merged individuals are acting as single individuals in
response to density-dependent mortality, we made three
predictions (McIntire and Fajardo 2009). First, if densitydependent stand thinning occurs in even-aged forests, then
NN distances will be larger around merged trees if the
merged cluster is treated as a single stem because their
aggregate basal areas will be very large (Kenkel 1988).
Second, if these merged stems no longer act as separate
individuals, then the NN distance will be smaller than
expected compared with that for an isolated stem when
they are treated as separate stems (in other words, they
would be avoiding stem exclusion if they are abnormally
large for their proximity). Third, if the spatial pattern of
live and dead stems is due to density-dependent mortality
rather than initial seedling patterns, then the nearest dead
neighbor should be as close or closer to a live merged
cluster than to a live single stem. The simultaneous occurrence of these three patterns supports the hypothesis
that competition is occurring, creating space among stems,
but that it is acting on the group as a whole, not on the
individuals as separate entities.
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Statistical Analysis

In all statistical analyses, we used mixed-effect regressions.
For experimentally planted seedlings, we fitted the following logistic mixed model:
logit (Nd,spt, Na,spt) p b0 ⫹ bl L l,pt ⫹ b2 Espt
⫹ b3 L l,pt Espt ⫹ ap ⫹ at ⫹ spt,

(1)

where the b are fixed-effect parameters to estimate; aj are
random effects to estimate; N is the abundance of dead,
d, or alive, a, stems within each of s subplots, p plots, and
t transects; L is the l dummy variable for location (0, 15,
30, and 50 m, with ⫺30 m as the reference category contained within the intercept term) along the transect; E is
the density of planting (high or low);  is the error term;
and logit (dead, alive) is the logit link used for binomial
data of the number of dead “successes” and the number
of alive “failures.” The sampling unit is the subplot (not
the seedling), with either 1 or 10 seedlings. For mature
tree survival, we fitted
logit (S kp , 1 ⫺ S kp ) p b1 ⫹ b2Tkp
⫹ b3 Mkp ⫹ ap ⫹ kp ,

(2)

where S is survival status (dead or alive) within p plots,
T is site type (either edge or interior), and M is merged
status (merged or single). This analysis conforms to a simple contextual analysis (Heisler and Damuth 1987) in that
it is a regression of a measure of fitness on an emergent
trait (Goodnight 2005). We do not need to center our
fitness measure (Goodnight 2005; Weinig et al. 2007) or
the emergent trait because they are each binomial. Here,
the sampling unit is the individual, k, in each plot. For
NN distances, we fitted the following model with three
different response variables:
log (Q kp ) p b1 ⫹ b2Tkp ⫹ b3 Mkp ⫹ ap ⫹ kp ,

the F-test) for the linear model (eq. [3]) or a likelihood
ratio test estimating a x2 statistic for all nested models
within the two generalized linear models (eqq. [1] and
[2]). Furthermore, for the experiment we were interested
specifically in contrasts between low and high density at
each given distance along the transect (N p 5), so we
tested five planned contrasts: high versus low density at
each distance along the transect.
Results
Seedling Experiment
Revisiting the seedling experiment (Fajardo and McIntire
2011), we found that the probability of mortality at the
middle of the transect (i.e., the forest edge) was lowest for
both solitary and densely planted seedlings (fig. 2). Furthermore, the probabilities were indistinguishable between
densely planted seedlings (0.056) and solitary seedlings
(0.022) after 3 years of growing.
Mature Trees
AFLP analysis indicated that the mean number of allele
differences between any two pairs in the population (defined as single stems and a randomly sampled stem in each
cluster) was 24.6 (SD p 6.0; fig. 3). Clusters were com-

(3)

where Q is the NN distance between (1) each live stem
with merged clusters treated as a single stem, (2) each live
stem with merged clusters treated as multiple stems, or
(3) each cluster or single stem and its closest dead stem.
In regressions of mature trees (eqq. [2] and [3]), we included the site type to account for the variation resulting
from being at an edge and thus to isolate the effect of
being merged or single, which is the effect of interest. All
analyses were done using R, with packages lme4 (Bates
and Maechler 2009) and nlme (Pinheiro et al. 2009).
Because of unbalanced designs, all means we report and
illustrate are marginal means and SEMs from these linear
models that take into account the other effects in the models (conducted using the doBy package; Højsgaard et al.
2009). To examine the significance of factors, we used the
anova function in R, which performs an ANOVA (with

Figure 2: Probability of mortality (mean proportion Ⳳ SEM from
estimated model) of dense and solitary tree seedlings experimentally
grown for 3 years across the forest-prairie ecotone. The solid line
and filled circles represent solitary individuals, and the dashed line
and open circles represent high-density individuals. Significance levels for planned comparisons between densities within a distance class
are indicated at the top of the graph (ns, not significant; single dot,
P ! .1; one asterisk, P ! .05; two asterisks, P ! .01).
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posed of many related individuals, but at least 7 of 15
multistemmed trees consisted of at least one stem that was
either distantly related or not related to the other stems
in the cluster (i.e., 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, and 15). There was
little evidence for vegetative origin of stems.
Mortality levels for single-stemmed trees (0.37 Ⳳ 0.06)
were almost twice those for each stem in the merged clusters (0.19 Ⳳ 0.06; effect of status: x12 p 26.4, P ! .001;
difference in Akaike Information Criterion [DAIC] for
model with no effect of status: 24.4). This effect was not
due to being at an edge per se (site type: x12 p 1.1,
P p .29), eliminating the possibility that the “edge effect”
is the cause of the multistemmed benefits. Thus, survival
is improved by being part of a group, not by being along
an abiotic gradient of site type.
NN distances for each tree were much smaller among
merged stems when treated as multiple stems than among
single stems (fig. 4): single live stems had more than twice
the NN distance (0.58 m) of merged live stems (0.29 m;
F1, 1,144 p 113.1, P ! .0001; DAIC for model with no effect
of status: 98.6). When we reran the analysis with multistemmed trees considered as if they were single individuals,
NN distances from merged stems were much larger (1.45
m) than those from single stems (0.62 m; F1, 954 p 82.0,
P ! .0001; DAIC for model with no effect of status: 72.8;
fig. 4). In both cases, site type (edge or interior) did not
have a significant effect on NN distances (merged as multiple stems: F1, 4 p 0.14, P p .72; merged as single stems:
F1, 4 p 0.667, P p .46). The large vacant ring is consistent
with the fivefold-larger basal area of the average group of
merged stems compared with that of single stems (0.062
and 0.013 m2 m⫺2, respectively). In the analysis of the
nearest dead stem to each live cluster or single stem, no
effect was significant (merged effect: F1, 954 p 0.64, P p
.42; site type: F1, 4 p 0.11, P p .75). This indicates that the
nearest dead stem was as close to each live cluster as to
each live single stem. These results support the hypothesis
that groups are acting like single trees. These patterns reject
the alternative hypothesis that this intense clustering occurred randomly and was simply a consequence of closegrowing seedlings.
Discussion

Figure 3: Dendrogram of genetic distances calculated using the balanced minimum evolution algorithm (R project, package ape; Paradis
et al. 2004) on the basis of amplified fragment length polymorphisms.
Each node end represents a single stem in either a solitary mature
stem (S ) or a multistemmed individual, where node ends sharing
the same number indicate multiple members of a cluster. Two examples of clusters that include unrelated individuals are enclosed in
squares (5) or circles (7). Genetic distances between individuals are
represented by the length of the branch.

This study provides the first empirical evidence supporting
the hypothesis that local, intraspecific positive interactions
can have potential evolutionary effects at higher levels of
organization (Kikvidze and Callaway 2009). This facilitation acts on groups of variably related individuals at least
twice, through the merging of individual trees and with
selection acting at the level of the group (sensu Goodnight
2005). The potential mechanism of the seedling facilitation
appears to be consistent with the ubiquitous microhabitat
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Figure 4: Nearest neighbor distances (mean Ⳳ SEM from estimated
model) for single stems, merged stems, and merged stems treated as
single stems across six forest stands. Because we used marginal means
and SEMs from estimated models, the marginal mean nearest neighbor distance for single stems is slightly different in the two models
(0.59 and 0.62 m). See text for statistical tests.

amelioration and the SGH (e.g., Bertness and Callaway
1994; Callaway 2007; Maestre et al. 2009; Fajardo and
McIntire 2011). However, the second period of facilitation
appears to act through physical merging that is not tied
to a stress gradient and that is demonstrated by the occurrence of merged mature trees of varied genetic origin
that have lower mortality and better growth. With stand
thinning causing mortality among these multistemmed
trees as a group, we show that group selection via local
environmental improvement is mediated by the plants
themselves, possibly through resource sharing (Bormann
1966; Graham and Bormann 1966; Tarroux and DesRochers 2010).
Group Selection via Local Environmental Improvements
In many studies, strong inference in multilevel selection
analysis has proceeded primarily using annual or shortlived plants in which lifetime fitness and heritability can
be precisely measured (e.g., Lande and Arnold 1983;
Goodnight 1985; Heisler and Damuth 1987; Swenson et
al. 2000; Weinig et al. 2007). Here, we address the effect
of the quantitative trait (merging) via its qualitative phenotypic expression (merged or not) on survival. This is a
simple version of the contextual analysis with a single
emergent group-level trait (Heisler and Damuth 1987) and
with mortality as our surrogate of fitness. Because we do
not quantify heritability, we cannot quantify the multigenerational aspect of this multilevel selection. We note
that higher-level selection in plants is likely widespread
because of differential environmental conditions (Goodnight 1985, 2000; Swenson et al. 2000). Unlike animals

(Wilson and Wilson 2007), plants are not thought to have
the traits responsible for selection at the level of the
group—that is, plants do not have culture or behaviors
like those that can drive group selection in animals (Goodnight 2005). Because of the strong competition that would
result, merging among conspecifics should not necessarily
be an advantageous plant trait unless there is a major
benefit for each individual. However, plants can and do
improve their environment when growing in groups via
facilitative interactions (Callaway 2007). Thus, any grouplevel trait that can promote the facilitative effects and that
(1) varies, (2) is heritable, and (3) increases fitness could
be selected at the group level (Lewontin 1970). Grafting
is known to be variable and heritable, is regularly exploited
in horticulture (Bormann 1966; Hartmann et al. 1996),
and is widespread and genetically variable via root grafts
in trees (Graham and Bormann 1966; Tarroux and
DesRochers 2010). That innumerable woody species can
physiologically merge suggests that the survival or growth
benefits of merging may be very common. Our results
support the hypothesis that facilitation is an ecological
driver of group selection in plants.
Physiological merging should be a selectable trait that
is more abundant and/or stronger in species in which positive intraspecific interactions occur. We show initial support here for this hypothesis. Temperate woody plants take
up increasing amounts of growing space as they mature
(Oliver 1981). Any individual benefits of growing in dense
clusters as seedlings would be lost through lack of space
(Oliver 1981; Kenkel 1988; Silvertown and Charlesworth
2001). However, any individual that has the ability to
merge with neighbors would be more likely to survive the
exclusion phase and would be able to pass that trait on
to its progeny. The trait should likewise not be vulnerable
to a parasitic strategy in which an individual takes resources but does not give back resources because the
neighbors providing the benefits would die as a result of
removing the positive interaction and survival benefit.
Thus, parasitizing the strategy would reduce the fitness of
the parasitizer. Finally, expression of the trait requires
plants to germinate in a stressful location and to grow near
other plants, both of which are common occurrences in
many ecosystems. As we predict that merging should be
more prevalent in woody species that have a higher probability of growing in relatively stressful environments, early
successional tree species may be a good place to test this
hypothesis further.
Facilitation Mechanisms: The Stress Gradient
or Access to Resources?
We observed a valley in the pattern of absolute mortality
across the gradient. This intermediate minimum mortality
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is consistent with a plant response to two imperfectly correlated gradients and not with a single gradient. Because
mortality is near zero at the edge, stress, defined as a factor
that increases mortality (Lortie et al. 2004b), does not exist
at the edge. Thus, the stress gradient occurs only from the
edge outward into the prairie. In the forest, single seedlings
do better, likely through competition for light; in the opening, groups do better, via facilitation (Fajardo and McIntire
2011). However, it is along both apparent gradients (i.e.,
from shade to open and from relatively moist to dry) that
the mortality of the groups of densely planted seedlings
decrease relative to that of solitary individuals. According
to the SGH, the group curve in figure 2 should cross the
solitary curve at a point to the right of zero stress at the
edge.
Similarly, the lower mortality of the mature merged trees
does not appear to be due to growing in stressful locations.
A plausible mechanism for these benefits could be improved access to resources, a phenomenon observed when
root grafts occur (Tarroux and DesRochers 2010). We do
not know of another study that explicitly addresses facilitation among mature plants, and it may be that the SGH
is primarily applicable to establishment and early growth.
Since these additional potential mechanisms for facilitation may be most apparent among, but not limited to,
conspecifics, we open up a novel area of research to understand what the effects of merging are and whether they
are universally facilitative.
This study shows that there can be short- and longterm benefits in groups even when abiotic stress is minimal
(Holmgren and Scheffer 2010). Positive interactions appear to overcome the costs of group selection for woody
plants when merging occurs, producing what appear to
be superorganisms (sensu Reeve and Hölldobler 2007) or
supertrees. For this, aggregation of individuals would have
to occur, and some sort of “social” behavior would likely
be necessary. We have shown the former here and demonstrate that a well-known phenomenon (merging) would
provide the necessary social mechanism.
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“The Amphitrite cirrata is a curious tube-dweller. We have dredged it abundantly in the harbor of Eastport, Maine, that spot favored by
fogs, cold storms, and icy sea-currents.” From “A Few Sea-Worms” by A. S. Packard Jr. (American Naturalist, 1868, 2:267–275).

